
It is important for children to learn the difference between right 
and wrong at early age. punishment is necessary to help them 
learn this distinction.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with this opinion?

What sort of punishment should parents and teachers be allowed 
to use to teach good behaviour to children?

Good parenting is one of the most difficult tasks. Deciding the 
appropriate way to raise a child is complicated. It is very hard for 
parents to decide what they do when their children need 
punishment. I have to say i I disagree almost entirely with the 
corporal punishment for to young children.

There are many methods to growing raise the children but some of 
them are admirable. My firm conviction is that parents should 
grow the conscience in their children so that they obtain the ability 
to distinction distinguish right from wrong. Parents and teachers 
firstly provide good role modelling in their own behaviour to 
children to learn the difference between right and wrongmistake.

Sometimes parents find see themselves in their kids and try to 
repeating patterns that what they spend in their childhood. 
however, most of the time it is not appropriate for their own 
children. My attitude is that parents should read books and 
magazine articles to use helpful strategies to be a good parents.



Although, parents have a variety of ways, some of them choose 
the easiest one. when the parents lose temper withresent children 
they may miss lose their control and hurt to children using by the 
corporal punishment. By doing doind this they teach children that 
force is an acceptable way to makeing others do something. 
Moreover,  ever they damage the relationship between children 
and parents.

To sum up, parents should makeing the punishment proportionate 
to the crime. they can use several options such as detention, time-
out.,... parents should develope responsibility to their children to 
make a the better future in their own life.


